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If you have listened to much rock music over the past 20 years then you will 
have undoubtedly heard the work of Joe Barresi. A true master producer, 
mixer and engineer, Barresi has worked on records from the heaviest of 
bands including Queens Of The Stone Age, Slipknot, Soundgarden, The 

Melvins and Tool. Barresi grew up in New York City and at the age of seven 
took up guitar, eventually going on to study classical guitar and music theory at 
the University of South Florida. Barresi then moved to LA and was catapulted 
through the industry after engineering a demo for GGGarth Richardson. He went 
on to engineer for some of the greats including Michael Beinhorn, David Kahne 
and Jason Corsaro and is now a respected producer and acclaimed mix engineer 
in his own right.

Barresi is possibly best known for producing the debut album for the unsigned 
(at that time) Queens Of The Stone Age, having worked with Homme’s and 
Hernandez’s previous band Kyuss. Maybe it is Barresi’s musicality, or his 
analogue approach, that brings a sense of space and heaviness to his records. 
Perhaps his tendency towards hands-on and performance based recording is 
what makes a Barresi production stand out from other heavy records. Whatever 
it is, the big acts in heavy music keep coming back to him. Barresi has his own 
studio, Joe’s House Of Compression, and the control room is rammed full of 
his favourite gear ranging from classic compressors and early digital reverbs to 
custom summing mixers and boutique effects. Resolution caught up with this 
master of super heavy production for a chat. 

You started playing guitar at a very young age, but when did you 
realise that you wanted to be a producer or mixer?
About the time I attended a recording session with a friend. In my teens I helped 
a guitar player buddy bring his gear to an 8 track studio, sitting on the other 
side of the glass and hearing the band track live and being able to manipulate 
the sound from the control room was intriguing. After moving to Los Angeles, 
I wanted to work my way up the ladder by first assisting at a studio, but I 

actually got a gig assembling Trident modules at a studio called Cherokee for a 
while. I was also repairing guitars at a local music store at night. Eventually I 
landed some assistant gigs, but I never wanted to be tied into one studio so I was 
basically a freelance assistant at four different studios. I wanted to experience 
different gear and learn how to use it all so I went from old Neves, to SSLs to 
Tridents. That was a great education.

You had a number of mentors coming up in the industry. What was 
the key thing you took away from that?
The two guys who stick out are GGGarth Richardson and Jason Corsaro. I really 
learned there are no rules, keep the artist happy and turn the knobs until you 
both are. Each of these two guys was unique in their own way, but they were 
both experimental and that really stuck with me.
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You have your own facility, Joe’s House of Compression, tell us why 
you set that up?
It got to the point where I was either spending 75% of a budget on studios or 
having to turn down gigs because I couldn’t afford to do them, Since I owned 
so much gear already it was a logical step to put it all in one place and call it 
my own. It’s a comfortable place that makes people feel like they want to create 
music — instruments and pedals everywhere. Stuff to get inspired by! I try to 
do everything here, it’s wired up, has everything I need, is well maintained and 
sounds good. It’s important to hear things in a familiar environment from the 
second you place a mic. Recently though I’ve spent a few months away in other 
local studios, Megawatt, United, Capitol. But my place still is my favourite.

You have a lot of gear here based around your SSL, Electrodyne, 
Studer and so on. How do you choose your gear?
The SSL is easy to mix on, it really does sound good, can be quite aggressive 
and has so much control and flexibility. I stumbled upon some Quad Eight three 
band EQs ages ago and they sounded so good I started to explore the mic pres as 
well. To me they give you the best of the Neve fatness and API clarity. I also use 
an Electrodyne 10 into 2 mixer to bus guitar mics down to one track, combine 
two kick mics or two snare mics to a single track as well.

Regarding tape, I have two Studer A800s, I lock one to ProTools via a Lynx 
and record to both tape and digital simultaneously, then dump the analogue in, 
as it usually sounds better to me. The other Studer is a spare as well as a Studer 
820 1/2” 2 track to mix to.

Tell us about your approach to parallel treatment.
I guess it’s the easiest way to get punch without sacrificing all the transients, I 
use multiple compressors on drums, one on bass and sometimes one on vocals. 
I don’t like to share them so each instrument (like kick and snare) has its own 
parallel power shaped for it, then the drums have a common one too.

You’re a master of re-amping and using the room to pump sounds 
back through. Do you think software will ever be able to emulate that?
It does already, but it doesn’t do my room or my gear, so no. Part of what keeps 
me unique is the space I work in and how I use it. Personally I think we spend 
so much time in a bubble looking at a screen that we’ve forgotten what an amp 
or real drums sound like. Nothing sounds like the real deal, but laziness takes 

over and we would rather edit or tweak software when all we really needed to 
do is mic up a speaker and move some air. The art of picking a mic and preamp 
is long gone, mic placement seems secondary now when the original sound can 
be manipulated after the fact so easily.

Your guitar sounds are legendary, and surprisingly light on preamp 
distortion. How loud do you track guitars? Do you use powersoaks etc?
Swapping amps and pedals (and pedal order) is never ending! Knowing the gear 
is helpful but sometimes throwing a new piece in the mix may inspire something 
completely amazing. It’s all about the layering — sometimes they are loud — 
sometimes they are direct, low volume, small amps, it’s how you fit the pieces 
together. I don’t soak them down as I prefer the higher wattage amps for their 
headroom, especially if you use pedals in front. The key is to listen to the part 
and the player. You have to be a great player to play with less distortion, but if 
it sacrifices a performance then by all means kick one in. 

I place an SM57 on a speaker and then move it until it sounds good. Then 
I will usually do the same with a second mic (usually an MD421) and move 
it until it sounds good as well. Then check the phase between them. If I need 
more of something then maybe there will be a completely different mic, one with 
attitude or more bottom or whatever. While being in phase is super important, 
it doesn’t mean 2 mics in poor phase alignment can’t get a good guitar sound. 
That’s just where I start, the important part is to move them physically until they 
sound good and not rely on sliding them around later in your DAW, especially 
since I’m bussing them to one audio track anyway.

Are you mostly tracking through 4x12 guitar cabinets?  
Tell us about those little cigarette pack amplifiers.
I like 4x12s the best as there are four sound sources to mic. But those little 
smokey amps are great and will power a 4x12 too! I’ll mic a combo and add it 
into the big stacks of amps as well. That quality can be a great addition to the 
sound and make it more unique. In general though I’ll start with a few larger 
cabs and play with speaker types as well as amp impedance. Try 16 ohms vs 
8 vs 4. As far as room mics go, I’ll always have room mics open and easily 
listenable. Sometimes I’ll print them separately so I can pan them around and 
make a bigger sound out of a single guitar performance, or for a section of a song 
to have a different personality. If the roominess is part of the sound I might also 
blend it into the single guitar bus so the part has focus.
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Regards Drum sounds, are you generally using a drum tech for 
studio sessions? What is your opinion on damping?
Yes, Mike Fasano, he’s the guy I have worked with mostly over the last decade. 
He has a great collection of drums and he also can tune to fit the player and 
style. Personally I like to keep the drums as open as possible if I can, but some 
sounds (or drummers if they don’t hit consistently) need to be damped a bit. I’ll 
do whatever it takes to get the job done, but samples shouldn’t be heard in my 
opinion. I’ll try for real first and use a sample when I need some consistency or 
maybe some room.

You mentioned phase alignment of spill. Do you think this is why 
your snares sound so consistently good from record to record?
Well depends who you ask I guess! Mike Fasano is a huge part of the sound at 
the source when I’m tracking. Work that phase button!  Pick mics for their sound 
not only in front but their rejection as well, and then place the mic and listen to 
the source and the leakage! Nothing can substitute moving a mic, even a small 
amount, is the greatest EQ you have. Sometimes mixing already recorded tracks 
can open up new issues. When a drum gets lost in the wall of guitars the parallel 
stuff works wonders, and sometimes tucking in a sample is the remedy too.

Vocals: how do you get those crazy 
sweeping thick sounds for Maynard James 
Keenan (Tool) or Andrew Stockdale’s 
(Wolfmother) vocals for example.
First off both are great singers, that’s the key to any 
good sound. For me its a combination of mics and 
not using the same chain every time, avoiding the 
same sonic frequency build-up. Also using the room, 
most people try to get the room out but space is 
natural. How else do you achieve depth? I use mic, 
compressor then EQ. That’s it on the way in. Choose 
the mic, the preamp and the space to sing in, during 
mixing I might use a parallel compressor but usually 
not. I would rather insert compressors for colour right 
there on the voice. The art is finding the right mic and 
pre combination for the song. Sometimes for a part of 
the song too, like verses only, and then change mics 
for the chorus or bridge.

The print-through pre-delay on the Pot (Tool) sounds fantastic, do 
you often treat tape projects like that? How long does it take to get 
that sort of level of print-through?
I printed it hot and let the tape sit a few days stored heads out like the old days, 
got magnetism working to my advantage. I love to use the tape machine for 
effects like tape slap and flanging too, it is often emulated but nothing like the 
real thing to me.

You have a selection of relatively small monitors, mostly what 
people would consider near-field, do you think that this is why you 
get such good translation and punch to the end listener? Are you 
using a sub?
I like listening with no sub, I may check with a sub at some point but mostly 
it’s just the small speakers. I think having that many speakers allows to me 
hear things that may not poke out if I were just mixing with one set, and I do 
like headphones, as opposed to earbuds. Also most of my monitors don’t have 
ports, it’s a struggle but when you get it right on them, it usually sounds better 
everywhere else.
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You are still mixing hardware-style, how do you manage 
mix tweaks? 
I use my 72 input SSL (4000E) and mostly outboard gear. Pro 
Tools is the playback and I keep the same stuff plugged in the 
console (with a few variables). Then I route the outputs in Pro 
Tools to come up on the desk where I want that specific flavour 
to happen. I also print effects during the mix that are being 
manipulated so the recall is always the same and fairly simple. 
Just need to do the SSL channels and some outboard and maybe 
minor routing.

You use guitar pedals as outboard, how do you deal with impedance 
and level matching? What are your current favourite pedals?
To me the whole idea of re-amping is to change the sound, so if the level is too 
hot it can easily be lowered by dropping the fader. I’m not overly concerned 
with impedance although it does sound better when it’s matched, and you use 
a box specific to that purpose. Before re-amps we ran the tape output through 
a compressor and turned the gain down! These days there’s just too many 
pedals to list but pedals now are like outboard and 
can be incredibly creative since they are so hands 
on. I’m particularly fond of the Earthquaker Devices 
Afterneath these days when mixing, but anything 
you have will be better than a stock setting elsewhere.

With bands that you work with as producer, 
what is your process? How long do you get 
to work with Tool, Chevelle or QOTSA for 
example before getting into the studio?
Every record is different. Sometimes I’ll hang for a 
month in a rehearsal room (as in the case of Tool) 
and take notes on the songs. Sometimes it’s a matter 
of being given a bunch of songs and ideas and putting 
them in Pro Tools and working out arrangements or 
sometimes it’s getting a few days in a rehearsal room 
or my studio before we start tracking. Either way I 
like to be prepared to go into a record with tempos 
worked out and ideas for recording the songs, both 
sonically and physically. When to record certain 
songs is also important.

With artists like Josh Homme, who you have 
worked with for years, do you think it is 
important for them to go away and work 
with other producers? Does it change the 
development and workflow on the next 
project you work together on?
Yes, it’s good to get away and make records with 
other people, it has to continuously challenge you 
and take you out of your comfort zone. Sometimes 
you never work together again but hopefully the 
experience was educational and fun while you did. 
We’re all in it for the same reason, to make better 
music, so we should absorb all we can from anyone 
we admire.

What are you working on at the moment, 
what have you just finished? 
This year has been busy, I started with mixing a 
new Volbeat record, then into producing, recording 
and mixing a new Chevelle record, mixed Red Fang, 
I mixed a band called DeLaTierra, mixing Suicide 
Silence and also worked on another record I can’t 
disclose yet.

Despite being at the top of your game, you 
seem to be constantly learning, testing gear 
and reading up on recording. Do you think 
this is necessary to stay at the top?
You have to keep the passion alive, reading and 
learning is a way to continually keep my interest, and 
trying out new gear, beta testing, helping to design 
or develop new products is challenging and helps 
keep my attitude positive and continually inspired. 
Teaching Classes at ProSoundWorkshop is rewarding 

too, we’re trying to help 
people who didn’t have 
the opportunity to grow 
up through the typical studio apprenticeship to learn their craft, by cutting out 
the nonsense and focusing on what’s really important. There’s so many schools 
out there now and there are a lot of great programs. But our workshops reflect 
what we actually do in real life, how we do it and share the many years of 
experience, so that ultimately we may all make better music. n
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